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MOTION
HELPFUL TIPS WHEN ORDERING

SW = SWIVEL 

SG = SWIVEL GLIDER

SR = SWIVEL ROCKER

SWIVELS:
ALL “SW” SWIVEL CHAIRS ARE STANDARD WITH A FREE-ROTATION SWIVEL MECHANISM.

AN OPTIONAL MEMORY RETURN SWIVEL MECHANISM IS AVAILABLE, BUT MUST BE SPECIFIED ON YOUR ORDER.

THE MEMORY RETURN SWIVEL MECHANISM RETURNS TO THE ORIGINAL POSITION.  

R = RELAXOR

RS = RELAXOR SWIVEL

RELAXORS:
RELAXORS ARE A PRESS-BACK MECHANISM. BACK CUSHIONS ARE TIGHT BACK OR  

SEMI-ATTACHED. SEAT CUSHIONS CANNOT BE FLIPPED.



C3752-01SG
C3752-01SW

shown with optional 
skirt banding

F1MOTION

LEEINDUSTRIES.COM

L1074-01SW

C1074-01SG
C1074-01SW

3752-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
3752-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w31 d41 h38 seat  h19 
 inside   w19 d21 h20 arm h24 

back rail height 33
shown with optional skirt banding

  3752-00GO GLIDER OTTOMAN  
                  w21 d21 h16 

1571-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
1571-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w35 d38 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w25 d22 h18 arm h22 

back rail height 32
standard with topstitching
shown with optional welt

  1571-00 OTTOMAN   w31 d25 h17 
 

1071-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
1071-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w34 d40 h37 seat  h18 
 inside   w20 d21 h20 arm h22 

back rail height 33
shown with optional skirt banding

  1071-00 OTTOMAN   w31 d21 h17

1074-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
1074-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w34 d40 h37 seat  h18 
 inside   w20 d21 h20 arm h22 

back rail height 33

  1074-00 OTTOMAN   w31 d21 h17

C1180-01SG
C1180-01SW

1180-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
1180-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w34 d40 h39 seat  h18 
 inside   w20 d21 h23 arm h22 

back rail height 34

  1180-00 OTTOMAN   w31 d21 h17

2360-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w30 d40 h37 seat  h19 
 inside   w18 d22 h17 arm h23 

back rail height 33

  2360-00 OTTOMAN   w23 d18 h16



F2 MOTION 
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C1717-01SG
C1717-01SW

1717-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
1717-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w27 d33 h35 seat  h19 
 inside   w18 d19 h18 arm h26 

C1931-01SW

1931-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w28 d34 h34 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d22 h15 arm h26 

standard with topstitching

  1931-00 OTTOMAN   w27 d21 h15

C3621-01SW C3821-01SG
C3821-01SW

3621-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w30 d36 h33 seat  h18 
 inside   w24 d22 h16 arm h25 

standard with topstitching
standard with down seat cushion

  3621-00 OTTOMAN  w27 d21 h15

3821-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
3821-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w30 d36 h33 seat  h18 
 inside   w24 d21 h16 arm h25 

standard with topstitching

  3821-00 OTTOMAN  w27 d21 h16
   

1391-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w29 d33 h36 seat  h18 
 inside   w20 d20 h19 arm h24 

  1391-00 OTTOMAN   w23 d18 h16

   

5361-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w28 d37 h37 seat  h19 
 inside   w22 d21 h19 arm h25 

  5361-00 OTTOMAN  w28 d24 h16



3513-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w31 d37 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d20 h18 arm h24 

back rail height 30
standard with topstitching

also available in upholstry and coveralls

  3513-41SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w33 d39 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w23 d22 h18 arm h24 

  3513-00 OTTOMAN  w27 d21 h15

F3MOTION

LEEINDUSTRIES.COM

3471-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w30 d39 h41 seat  h18 
 inside   w22 d19 h24 arm h25 

standard with topstitching
standard with down back

  3471-00 OTTOMAN   w27 d21 h15
   

C3071-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w35 d38 h36 seat  h17 
 inside   w26 d21 h20 arm h26 

back rail height 33
standard with french seam 

standard with self flange on back cushion

   

3511-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w31 d37 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d20 h18 arm h24 

back rail height 30
standard with topstitching

also available

3511-41SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w33 d39 h35 seat  h18
 inside   w23 d22 h18 arm h24 

  3511-00 OTTOMAN   w27 d24 h15

C3513-01SW

3851-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w27 d32 h33 seat  h19 
 inside   w20 d19 h16 arm h26 

back rail height 31
standard with topstitching

   

C1401-01SW

1401-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w32 d38 h32 seat  h17 
 inside   w26 d22 h16 arm h26 

back rail height 32
standard with topstitching on seat and back cushions

standard with down back 

  1401-00 OTTOMAN   w29 d19 h17
      

3511-41SW 3513-41SW



3713-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w28 d37 h33 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d20 h16 arm h25 

back rail height 30
 standard with french seam

standard with down back 

also available

3713-41SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w30 d39 h33 seat  h18 
 inside   w23 d23 h16 arm h25 

  3713-00 OTTOMAN  w27 d21 h15
   

F4 MOTION 

LEEINDUSTRIES.COM

L3703-01SW
standard with small 

spaced nail head

3701-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w28 d37 h33 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d20 h16 arm h25 

back rail height 30
standard with topstitching

also available

3701-41SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w30 d39 h33 seat  h18 
 inside   w23 d22 h16 arm h25 

  3701-00 OTTOMAN  w27 d21 h15
   

3703-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w28 d37 h33 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d20 h16 arm h25 

back rail height 30
standard with topstitching

also available in upholstery and leather

3703-41SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w30 d39 h33 seat  h18 
 inside   w23 d22 h16 arm h25 

  3703-00 OTTOMAN  w27 d21 h15
   3703-41SW3701-41SW

3711-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w28 d37 h33 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d20 h16 arm h25 

back rail height 30
 standard with french seam

standard with down back 

also available in upholstery and coveralls

3711-41SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w30 d39 h33 seat  h18 
 inside   w23 d23 h16 arm h25 

  3711-00 OTTOMAN  w27 d21 h15
   

C3711-01SW

C3711-41SW 3713-41SW
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1201-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w25 d28 h31 seat  h18 
 inside   w18 d18 h14 arm h23 

back rail height 30
standard with topstitching
standard with down back

7071-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
7071-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w29 d35 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d19 h18 arm h25 

back rail height 35
standard with french seam on arms, backs and cushions

standard with down back

  7071-00 OTTOMAN  w27 d21 h17
   

7073-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
7073-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w29 d35 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d19 h18 arm h25 

back rail height 35
standard with french seam on arms, backs and cushions

standard with down back

  7073-00 OTTOMAN  w27 d21 h17
   

C7073-01SG
C7073-01SW

L3009-01SW

C3009-01SW

3009-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w33 d34 h32 seat  h16 
 inside   w24 d22 h15 arm h28 

standard with haven

  3009-00 OTTOMAN  w23 d18 h16

5772-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w29 d33 h29 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d22 h12 arm h24 

standard with topstitching on seat cushion
standard with mini welt

L5772-01SW

L5027-01SW

5027-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w34 d31 h30 seat  h19 
 inside   w20 d23 h12 arm h27 

standard with topstitching
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L1283-01SW
shown with optional 

cablestitch

1283-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w30 d37 h33 seat  h17 
 inside   w21 d24 h17 arm h25 

standard with topstitching

  1283-00 OTTOMAN   w23 d18 h14
   

3221-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w35 d35 h37 seat  h18 
 inside   w24 d20 h20 arm h25 

standard with topstitching
shown with optional four inch skirt band

  3221-00 OTTOMAN  w23 d18 h16

1908-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w29 d32 h32 seat  h17 
 inside   w22 d21 h16 arm h23 

standard with french seam
standard with small nail head as shown

  1908-00 OTTOMAN  w23 d18 h14
   

L1908-01SW

1641-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w31 d32 h32 seat  h18 
 inside   w22 d21 h16 arm h25 

standard with topstitching 

  1641-00 OTTOMAN   w23 d18 h16
   

L1367-01SW
standard with mini nail head

C1367-01SW
standard with zipper closure

1367-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w27 d34 h33 seat  h18 
 inside   w19 d22 h15 arm h25 

standard with mini welt 
standard with haven

  1367-00 OTTOMAN   w20 d16 h15
   

L5702-01SW

5702-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w33 d36 h32 seat  h17 
 inside   w23 d23 h16 arm h26 

standard with topstitching 
oak base

   



2450-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
 overall  w35 d38 h40 seat  h20 
 inside   w19 d20 h20 arm h25 

back rail height 35
shown with optional topstitching

2450-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w35 d38 h38 seat  h20 
 inside   w19 d20 h18 arm h25 

back rail height 33

        2450-00GO GLIDER OTTOMAN  
                 w21 d21 h16

F7MOTION
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C3293-01SG
C3293-01SW

C3794-01SG
C3794-01SW

3293-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
3293-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR 

 overall  w32 d37 h35 seat  h19 
 inside   w18 d23 h18 arm h24 

back rail height 31

  3293-00GO GLIDER OTTOMAN  
                 w21 d21 h18 

3794-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
3794-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w32 d37 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w18 d23 h18 arm h24 

back rail height 31

  3794-00GO GLIDER OTTOMAN
                 w21 d21 h18
   

3081-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER 
3081-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR 

 overall  w36 d37 h36 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d20 h18 arm h23 

back rail height 31

  3081-00 OTTOMAN   w31 d21 h17
   

C5632-01SG
C5632-01SW
C5632-00GO  
w27 d21 h16

5632-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w34 d38 h37 seat  h19 
 inside   w20 d22 h19 arm h24 

back rail height 31

  5632-00 OTTOMAN   w27 d21 h16 
  

C2450-01SG
C2450-01SW

C3188-01SG
C3188-01SW

3188-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
3188-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w35 d35 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d21 h16 arm h24 

back rail height 28

  3188-00 OTTOMAN   w26 d22 h16
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1331-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w33 d34 h32 seat  h18 
 inside   w19 d23 h15 arm h24 

  1331-00 OTTOMAN   w28 d24 h16

L1430-01SW

1430-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w33 d34 h32 seat  h18 
 inside   w19 d23 h15 arm h24 

  1430-00 OTTOMAN  w28 d24 h16

3923-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w36 d37 h34 seat  h18 
 inside   w24 d21 h17 arm h25 

back rail height 31 
standard with topstitching 

  3923-00 OTTOMAN  w23 d18 h18

3921-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w36 d37 h34 seat  h18 
 inside   w24 d21 h17 arm h25 

back rail height 31 
standard with topstitching 

  3921-00 OTTOMAN  w23 d18 h18

L1347-41SW
standard with mini nail head

standard with welt

C1347-41SW

1347-41SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w30 d32 h33 seat  h17 
 inside   w22 d23 h18 arm h24 

standard with mini welt
standard with haven

  1347-00 OTTOMAN   w18 d14 h15

3321-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w37 d37 h34 seat  h18 
 inside   w24 d22 h17 arm h25 

back rail height 37
standard with topstitching

standard with all down back 
   
  3321-00 OTTOMAN   w23 d18 h16
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C1601-01SG
C1601-01SW

3972-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
3972-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w33 d38 h36 seat  h17 
 inside   w23 d21 h18 arm h22 

back rail height 31
standard with topstitching

  3972-00GO GLIDER OTTOMAN  
                 w21 d21 h16

1601-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
1601-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR 

 overall  w29 d36 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w20 d21 h18 arm h22 

back rail height 30
standard with topstitching

  1601-00GO GLIDER OTTOMAN  
                 w21 d21 h16

C3972-01SG
C3972-01SW

1701-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
1701-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w29 d35 h34 seat  h19 
 inside   w21 d21 h16 arm h24 

standard with topstitching

  1701-00GO GLIDER OTTOMAN
                 w21 d21 h16

1351-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w32 d38 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w22 d23 h18 arm h24 

standard with topstitching

  1351-00 OTTOMAN  w27 d21 h15
   

1354-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w32 d38 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w22 d23 h18 arm h24 

standard with topstitching

  1354-00 OTTOMAN  w27 d21 h15
   

L1354-01SW

1402-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w29 d35 h30 seat  h17 
 inside   w20 d21 h14 arm h22 

back rail height 29
standard with topstitching on cushion and back pillow

standard with welt on frame
standard with down back

  1402-00 OTTOMAN  w23 d18 h16
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L1935-01SW

C1935-01SW
1935-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w28 d32 h34 seat  h17 
 inside   w24 d22 h18 arm h24 

back rail height 32
standard with spaced small nail head

standard with welt
standard with haven

  1935-00 OTTOMAN  w23 d18 h13

L1296-01SG
L1296-01SW

standard with medium 
nail head

LS1296-01SG
LS1296-01SW

1296-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
1296-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w31 d34 h33 seat  h19 
 inside   w24 d20 h17 arm h24 

back rail height 33
standard with topstitching 

standard with haven 
shown with optional contrasting fabric 

on seat and back cushions
shown with optional banding and small nail head

  1296-00 OTTOMAN   w23 d18 h14
    ottoman not available with 
             leather slipcover

L3907-01SG
L3907-01SW

C3907-01SG
C3907-01SW

shown with optional 
skirt band

3807-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w29 d34 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d17 h18 arm h23 

standard with topstitching
standard with down back

also available

3807-41SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w29 d38 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d21 h18 arm h23  
  3807-00 OTTOMAN   w27 d21 h15 
  

3907-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
3907-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w29 d34 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d17 h18 arm h23 

standard with topstitching
standard with down back

also available in upholstery, leather and coveralls

3907-41SG SWIVEL GLIDER
3907-41SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w29 d38 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d21 h18 arm h23 

  3907-00GO GLIDER OTTOMAN
w21 d21 h16

3807-41SW3907-41SG
3907-41SW

C1296-01SG
C1296-01SW
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3251-41SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w36 d39 h31 seat  h17 
 inside   w23 d22 h16 arm h23 

standard with topstitching
standard with (1) 14x21 down back bolster

shown with optional contrasting cablestitching

  3251-00 OTTOMAN  w31 d25 h17

L3232-01SW
shown with optional 
jumbo topstitching

3232-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w34 d36 h32 seat  h17 
 inside   w21 d23 h16 arm h24 

standard with topstitching

  3232-00 OTTOMAN  w31 d21 h16
      

5907-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w33 d41 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w24 d22 h18 arm h25 

back rail height 35
standard with topstitching

standard with high open kick pleat skirt on back

  5907-00 OTTOMAN  w31 d25 h17
   

detail of high open
kick pleat skirt

5807-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w33 d41 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w24 d22 h18 arm h25 

back rail height 35
standard with topstitching

  5807-00 OTTOMAN  w31 d25 h17
   

L5232-01SW

5232-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w33 d35 h31 seat  h17 
 inside   w22 d21 h15 arm h24 

back rail height 29
standard with topstitching

standard with all down back

  5232-00 OTTOMAN  w31 d21 h16

L1017-01SW

1017-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w31 d34 h33 seat  h17 
 inside   w22 d22 h17 arm h24 

  1017-00 OTTOMAN   w23 d18 h14 
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C5732-01SG
C5732-01SW
c5732-00GO  
w27 d21 h16

5732-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w28 d38 h37 seat  h19 
 inside   w20 d22 h19 arm h24 

back rail height 31

  5732-00 OTTOMAN  w27 d21 h16

L3121-01SW

C3121-01SW
optional cablestitch

3121-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w30 d39 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d21 h18 arm h24 

back rail height 31

  3121-00 OTTOMAN  w23 d18 h16
      ottoman not available in coveralls 
  

L5285-01SW
shown with optional 
jumbo topstitching

C5285-01SW

5285-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w38 d38 h38 seat  h19 
 inside   w24 d24 h20 arm h26 

back rail height 31

  5285-00 OTTOMAN  w31 d25 h16

C5287-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w38 d38 h38 seat  h19 
 inside   w24 d24 h20 arm h26 

back rail height 31

  c5287-00 OTTOMAN   w31 d25 h16 
  
   

L1492-01SW

1492-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w35 d38 h33 seat  h18 
 inside   w25 d23 h16 arm h25 

back rail height 32
standard with topstitching

standard with welt
standard with semi-attached back

  1492-00 OTTOMAN   w27 d21 h16 
  

5381-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w35 d39 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w25 d23 h18 arm h24 

back rail height 31
standard with topstitching

  5381-00 OTTOMAN   w31 d25 h17 
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7022-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w35 d39 h33 seat  h17 
 inside   w24 d22 h17 arm h27 

back rail height 27
standard with topstitching

slightly curved frame
oak base

  7022-00 OTTOMAN  w27 d22 h16
   

L7022-01SW

L3683-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w28 d33 h33 seat  h19 
 inside   w21 d22 h16 arm h26 

back rail height 26
standard with topstitching

standard with fringe
available in buckskin, burnham, harness, jackson,  

maverick, nature and wyatt leathers only
oak base

3583-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w28 d33 h33 seat  h19 
 inside   w21 d22 h16 arm h26 

back rail height 26
standard with topstitching

oak base

  3583-00 OTTOMAN  w23 d18 h16

L3583-01SW

3022-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w30 d36 h33 seat  h17 
 inside   w21 d20 h17 arm h26 

back rail height 26
standard with topstitching

slightly curved frame
oak base

  3022-00 OTTOMAN  w23 d18 h16
   

L3022-01SW

7057-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w40 d37 h33 seat  h19 
 inside   w25 d21 h16 arm h23 

back rail height 30
standard with french seam

standard with small nail head on arm panel 
standard with small spaced nail head on outback

shown in leather

  7057-00 OTTOMAN  w38 d29 h17

L7057-01SW

detail of nail head 
on outback

L1472-01SW

1472-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w27 d35 h33 seat  h18 
 inside   w19 d21 h16 arm h24 

standard with topstitching

also available in upholstery and leather

1472-41SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w30 d38 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w22 d24 h18 arm h24  
  1472-00 OTTOMAN  w27 d21 h17
   

L1472-41SW
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3992-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w34 d33 h29 seat  h17 
 inside   w21 d23 h13 arm h29 

standard with tufting (no buttons)
shown with optional small nail head

L3992-01SW L4414-01SW

4414-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w32 d36 h36 seat  h17 
 inside   w24 d21 h13 arm h22 

back rail height 31
standard with topstitching

  4414-00 OTTOMAN  w23 d18 h15
   

L1147-01SW

detail of back

1147-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w39 d36 h34 seat  h16 
 inside   w39 d24 h19  

standard with topstitching

  1147-00 OTTOMAN   w39 d20 h18

3941-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w33 d38 h33 seat  h17 
 inside   w24 d21 h17 arm h29 

back rail height 29
standard with topstitching

  3941-00 OTTOMAN  w31 d21 h16
   

3943-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w33 d38 h33 seat  h17 
 inside   w24 d21 h17 arm h29 

back rail height 29
standard with topstitching

standard with small nail head on front rail and arm

  3943-00 OTTOMAN  w31 d21 h16
   

C3941-01SW

5900-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w34 d38 h34 seat  h16 
 inside   w29 d22 h19  

oak base
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L3700-01SW
standard with topstitching

C3700-01SW
standard with french seam

3700-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w32 d41 h38 seat  h17 
 inside   w23 d21 h22 arm h22 

standard with topstitching
standard with poly down back

  3700-00 OTTOMAN   w31 d25 h16

   

1906-01SW HEARTHSIDE SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w29 d36 h32 seat  h17 
 inside   w22 d20 h14 arm h24 

back rail height 32
standard with down back

standard with mini welt

3421-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w33 d42 h39 seat  h18 
 inside   w22 d23 h20 arm h26 

standard with topstitching
standard with poly down back

  3421-00 OTTOMAN   w31 d21 h17

1967-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w37 d39 h34 seat  h18 
 inside   w30 d23 h15 arm h25 

back rail height 30
standard with topstitching

standard with haven

  1967-00 OTTOMAN  w31 d25 h17

C1957-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w37 d39 h34 seat  h18 
 inside   w30 d23 h15 arm h25 

back rail height 30
standard with ¼-inch self flange

standard with haven

  C1957-00 OTTOMAN  w31 d25 h17

LS1297-01SG
LS1297-01SW

C1297-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
C1297-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w31 d37 h35 seat  h19 
 inside   w23 d21 h15 arm h26 

back rail height 31
standard with self-flange

standard with haven

   C1297-00 OTTOMAN  w25 d22 h16
   



F16 MOTION 
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L1211-01SG
L1211-01SW

C1211-01SG
C1211-01SW

standard with topstitching
standard with zipper closer

1211-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
1211-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w32 d37 h38 seat  h18 
 inside   w26 d21 h19 arm h24 

standard with down back

  1211-00 OTTOMAN   w31 d21 h17

L1011-01SG
L1011-01SW

1011-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
1011-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w32 d37 h38 seat  h18 
 inside   w26 d21 h19 arm h24 

standard with down back

  1011-00 OTTOMAN   w31 d21 h17

C1691-01SG
C1691-01SW

1691-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
1691-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w27 d33 h44 seat  h18 
 inside   w23 d21 h27 arm h26 

standard with topstitching

1711-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
1711-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w33 d38 h37 seat  h18 
 inside   w24 d23 h20 arm h22 

standard with topstitching on cushion 
standard with mini welt on body

shown with optional contrasting trim on skirt

  1711-00 OTTOMAN  w31 d21 h17

C1822-01SG
C1822-01SW
C1822-00GO  
w27 d21 h15

standard with zipper closure

1822-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w32 d34 h41 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d22 h22 arm h24 

standard with topstitching
standard with haven 

  1822-00 OTTOMAN   w27 d21 h15

1821-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
1821-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR  

 overall  w32 d34 h41 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d22 h22 arm h24 

standard with topstitching
standard with haven

  1821-00GO GLIDER OTTOMAN 
               w27 d21 h15
   

zipper closure

C1011-01SG
C1011-01SW

standard with topstitching
standard with zipper closer
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1991-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w30 d34 h34 seat  h18 
 inside   w23 d24 h17 arm h25 

standard with small nail head
standard with haven

  1991-00 OTTOMAN   w23 d18 h16

L1991-41SW L1991-01SW

L1993-41SW L1993-01SW

1993-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w30 d34 h34 seat  h18 
 inside   w23 d24 h17 arm h25 

standard with small nail head
cannot omit nail head
standard with haven

  1993-00 OTTOMAN   w23 d18 h16

1993-41SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w30 d36 h40 seat  h18 
 inside   w23 d24 h23 arm h25 

standard with small nail head
cannot omit nail head
standard with haven

  1993-00 OTTOMAN   w23 d18 h16

1991-41SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w30 d36 h40 seat  h18 
 inside   w23 d24 h23 arm h25 

standard with small nail head
standard with haven

  1991-00 OTTOMAN   w23 d18 h16

L1523-01SW

1521-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w27 d31 h33 seat  h16 
 inside   w20 d20 h18 arm h24 

   

1523-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w27 d31 h33 seat  h16 
 inside   w20 d20 h18 arm h24 
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C3612-16SW SWIVEL
 CHAIR-AND-A-HALF

 overall  w51 d40 h38 seat  h18 
 inside   w40 d24 h18 arm h24 

back rail height 32
standard with topstitching

standard with haven
(1) 20x20 down throw pillow

  c3612-10 OTTOMAN  w36 d26 h16
   

3112-16SW SWIVEL 
CHAIR-AND-A-HALF

 overall  w51 d40 h38 seat  h18 
 inside   w40 d24 h18 arm h24 

back rail height 32
standard with topstitching

(1) 20x20 throw pillows

  3112-10 OTTOMAN  w36 d26 h16
  3112-00 OTTOMAN  w29 d23 h16
   

4630-16SW SWIVEL
 CHAIR-AND-A-HALF

 overall  w55 d48 h31 seat  h17 
 inside   w40 d34 h15 arm h25 

standard with topstitching
(2) 23x23 throw pillows

   

5700-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
5700-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w35 d36 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w25 d21 h18 arm h27 

back rail height 27
standard with topstitching

shown with slipcover

  5700-00 OTTOMAN  w27 d21 h16

C5700-01SG
C5700-01SW

5710-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
5710-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w33 d38 h36 seat  h19 
 inside   w20 d21 h18 arm h24 

back rail height 31
standard with topstitching

  5710-00 OTTOMAN  w27 d21 h16
   

C5710-01SG
C5710-01SW

5720-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
5720-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w28 d38 h36 seat  h19 
 inside   w20 d21 h18 arm h23 

back rail height 31
standard with topstitching

  5720-00 OTTOMAN  w27 d21 h16
   

C5720-01SG
C5720-01SW
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L1145-41RK

C1145-41RK

1145-41RK ROCKER
 overall  w27 d35 h36 seat  h19 
 inside   w20 d20 h18 arm h27 

standard with small nail head
standard with mini welt

standard with haven 

  1145-00 OTTOMAN  w23 d18 h17

8009-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w31 d29 h32 seat  h17 
 inside   w20 d20 h16 arm h23 

vintage gold legs

L8009-01SW

1353-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w24 d31 h29 seat  h18 
 inside   w18 d21 h12 arm h24 

vintage gold legs

L1353-01SW

1153-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w24 d31 h29 seat  h18 
 inside   w18 d21 h12 arm h24 

brushed nickel legs

L1153-01SW
shown in fabric

L1548-01SW

1548-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w28 d35 h35 seat  h16 
 inside   w28 d23 h17  

standard with french seam
standard with waffle tufting (no buttons)

standard with metal frame
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1538-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w28 d33 h31 seat  h16 
 inside   w28 d23 h17  

standard with french seam
standard with waffle tufting (no buttons)

antique brass base 

   

L1538-01SW
shown in fabric

L1539-01SW
shown in fabric

1539-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w28 d33 h31 seat  h16 
 inside   w28 d23 h17  

standard with french seam
standard with waffle tufting (no buttons)

stainless steel base 

   

5909-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w28 d30 h31 seat  h16 
 inside   w21 d22 h15  

standard with topstitching
antique brass base 

   

L5909-01SW
shown in fabric

5908-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w28 d30 h31 seat  h16 
 inside   w21 d22 h15  

standard with topstitching
stainless steel base 

L5908-01SW
shown in fabric
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L1927-41DC
standard with small 

nail head

L5663-41DC
shown with optional 

nail head

1927-41DC DESK CHAIR
 overall  w30 d31 h38 seat  h18 
 inside   w18 d21 h19 arm h24 

standard with casters
standard with small nail head

adjustable tilt seat
oak base

5663-41DC DESK CHAIR
 overall  w25 d29 h40 seat  h19 
 inside   w18 d18 h22 arm h26 

standard with casters
adjustable tilt seat

shown with optional nail head
oak base

1927-01DC DESK CHAIR
 overall  w25 d27 h38 seat  h18 
 inside   w22 d19 h19  

shown in leather
standard with small nail head

standard with casters
adjustable tilt seat

oak base

   

L1927-01DC
standard with small 

nail head

L5663-01DC
shown with optional 

nail head

5663-01DC DESK CHAIR
 overall  w22 d25 h37 seat  h19 
 inside   w18 d18 h19  

shown in leather 
shown with optional nail head

standard with casters
adjustable tilt seat

oak base

5401-01DC DESK CHAIR
 overall  w23 d29 h37 seat  h19 
 inside   w19 d18 h19 arm h24 

standard with topstitching
standard with casters

adjustable tilt seat
shown in leather

oak base

   

L5401-01DC

C5401-01DC
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 1223-01R RELAXOR
 L1223-01R RELAXOR
 overall  w33 d37 h37 seat  h18 
 inside   w20 d22 h22 arm h24 

seat cushion cannot be flipped

 depth at rest position  54”
 distance from wall (rest) 7”
 depth at full recline  62”
 distance from wall (recline) 16”

 1453-01R RELAXOR
 L1453-01R RELAXOR
 overall  w31 d38 h40 seat  h19 
 inside   w19 d21 h20 arm h26 

back rail height 36
semi-attached back

seat cushion cannot be flipped

 depth at rest position  57”
 distance from wall (rest) 7”
 depth at full recline  65”
 distance from wall (recline) 15”

 1964-01R RELAXOR
 L1964-01R RELAXOR
 overall  w33 d37 h38 seat  h19 
 inside   w19 d21 h19 arm h25 

back rail height 35
leather standard with small nail head

semi-attached back
seat cushion cannot be flipped

 depth at rest position  55”
 distance from wall (rest) 7”
 depth at full recline  63”
 distance from wall (recline) 15”

 3223-41R RELAXOR
 L3223-41R RELAXOR
 overall  w36 d39 h39 seat  h19 
 inside   w20 d21 h22 arm h25 

back rail height 38
standard with welt

shown with optional topstitching
standard with poly down back

semi-attached back
seat cushion cannot be flipped

 depth at rest position  57”
 distance from wall (rest) 7”
 depth at full recline  65”
 distance from wall (recline) 16”
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 1822-01R RELAXOR
 L1822-01R RELAXOR 
 overall  w32 d35 h41 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d21 h22 arm h24 

back rail height 41
standard with topstitching

standard with haven

 depth at rest position  54”
 distance from wall (rest) 7”
 depth at full recline  65”
 distance from wall (recline) 19”

 1835-01R RELAXOR
 L1835-01R RELAXOR
 overall  w32 d37 h39 seat  h19 
 inside   w22 d20 h18 arm h23 

back rail height 38 
standard with small nail head on arms and inback 

standard with welt on cushion and back pillow
standard with all down back pillow

standard with semi-attached back

 depth at rest position  58”
 distance from wall (rest) 8”
 depth at full recline  64”
 distance from wall (recline) 15”

 3732-01R RELAXOR
 L3732-01R RELAXOR
 overall  w30 d36 h41 seat  h18 
 inside   w20 d22 h24 arm h26 

standard with topstitching on seat cushion 
seat cushion cannot be flipped

 depth at rest position  59”
 distance from wall (rest) 7”
 depth at full recline  67”
 distance from wall (recline) 16”

 1472-41R RELAXOR
 L1472-41R RELAXOR
 overall  w29 d38 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w20 d23 h18 arm h24 

standard with topstitching

 depth at rest position  53”
 distance from wall (rest) 6”
 depth at full recline  61”
 distance from wall (recline) 15”
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 1935-01R RELAXOR
 L1935-01R RELAXOR
 overall  w28 d36 h36 seat  h19 
 inside   w23 d21 h18 arm h24 

back rail height 33
standard with spaced small nail head 

standard with haven
semi-attached back

 depth at rest position  56”
 distance from wall (rest) 7”
 depth at full recline  63”
 distance from wall (recline) 13”

 1935-01RS  RELAXOR SWIVEL
 L1935-01RS  RELAXOR SWIVEL
 overall  w28 d36 h36 seat  h19 
 inside   w23 d21 h18 arm h24 

back rail height 33
standard with spaced small nail head

standard with haven

 depth at rest position  56”
 distance from wall (rest) 7”
 depth at full recline  63”
 distance from wall (recline) 13”

open positionopen position

open position

 3232-01R RELAXOR
 L3232-01R RELAXOR
 overall  w32 d37 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d22 h20 arm h24 

standard with topstitching 
 
 depth at rest position  56”
 distance from wall (rest) 7”
 depth at full recline  63”
 distance from wall (recline) 14”

open position

 1229-01RS  RELAXOR SWIVEL
 L1229-01RS  RELAXOR SWIVEL
 overall  w28 d33 h36 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d21 h19 arm h24 

back rail height 33
standard with topstitching

standard with poly down back
semi-attached back 

seat cushion cannot be flipped

 depth at rest position  51”
 distance from wall (rest) 7”
 depth at full recline  59”
 distance from wall (recline) 15”
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 1974-01R RELAXOR
 L1974-01R RELAXOR
 overall  w28 d36 h43 seat  h17 
 inside   w22 d21 h27 arm h26 

standard with topstitching
oak frame

 depth at rest position  56”
 distance from wall (rest) 7”
 depth at full recline  65”
 distance from wall (recline) 18”

 1274-01R RELAXOR
 L1274-01R RELAXOR
 overall  w30 d36 h43 seat  h18 
 inside   w22 d20 h26 arm h25 

back rail height 42
 standard with topstitching

standard with poly down seat and back
seat and back cushion are semi-attached

 depth at rest position  56”
 distance from wall (rest) 7”
 depth at full recline  65”
 distance from wall (recline) 18”

 1374-01R RELAXOR
 L1374-01R RELAXOR
 overall  w30 d36 h43 seat  h18 
 inside   w22 d20 h26 arm h24 

back rail height 42
 standard with topstitching

poly down fill
semi-attached back

seat cushion cannot be flipped
oak frame

 depth at rest position  56”
 distance from wall (rest) 7”
 depth at full recline  65”
 distance from wall (recline) 18”

open position open position

open position

 1468-01R RELAXOR
 L1468-01R RELAXOR
 overall  w29 d35 h41 seat  h16 
 inside   w24 d21 h27 arm h24 

standard with blind seam 
standard with channeling

oak base

 depth at rest position  56”
 distance from wall (rest) 7”
 depth at full recline  65”
 distance from wall (recline) 18”

open position
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 1728-01RS RELAXOR SWIVEL
 L1728-01RS RELAXOR SWIVEL
 overall  w28 d34 h38 seat  h18 
 inside   w20 d20 h21 arm h23 

standard with topstitching
stainless steel base

 depth at rest position  54”
 distance from wall (rest) 7”
 depth at full recline  62”
 distance from wall (recline) 16”

 1729-01RS RELAXOR SWIVEL
 L1729-01RS RELAXOR SWIVEL
 overall  w28 d34 h38 seat  h18 
 inside   w20 d20 h21 arm h23 

standard with topstitching
antique brass base

 depth at rest position  54”
 distance from wall (rest) 7”
 depth at full recline  62”
 distance from wall (recline) 16”

 1378-01RS RELAXOR SWIVEL
 L1378-01RS RELAXOR SWIVEL
 overall  w28 d34 h40 seat  h19 
 inside   w20 d20 h22 arm h23 

back rail height 38
standard with topstitching

standard with poly down cushion and back
stainless steel base

 depth at rest position  54”
 distance from wall (rest) 7”
 depth at full recline  62”
 distance from wall (recline) 16”

 1379-01RS RELAXOR SWIVEL
 L1379-01RS RELAXOR SWIVEL
 overall  w28 d34 h40 seat  h19 
 inside   w20 d20 h22 arm h23 

back rail height 38
standard with topstitching

standard with poly down cushion and back
antique brass base

 depth at rest position  54”
 distance from wall (rest) 7”
 depth at full recline  62”
 distance from wall (recline) 16”

open position open position

open position open position
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7123-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w34 d37 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w22 d22 h16 arm h25 

back rail height 35 
standard with french seam on cushion

standard with small nail head on outarm and inback
cannot omit nail head

7121-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w34 d37 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w22 d22 h16 arm h25 

back rail height 35 
standard with french seam on cushion

standard with small nail head on outarm and inback
cannot omit nail head

5993-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w21 d21 h28 seat  h20 
 inside   w20 d17 h8  

standard with french seam 
on seat border and inback border

standard with small nail head
oil rubbed bronze metal ring

oak base

   

3303-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w35 d35 h32 seat  h17 
 inside   w25 d20 h15 arm h26 

back rail height 32 
standard with topstitching on cushion, 

back and arm seam
standard with poly fiber back

  3303-00 OTTOMAN  w30 d22 h16

L3303-01SW

5303-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w32 d38 h34 seat  h19 
 inside   w26 d20 h13 arm h26 

back rail height 32 
standard with french seam on seat and back cushion

standard with all down topper and back
oak frame

L5993-01SW
shown in fabric

L5303-01SW

L7123-01SW

C3893-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w30 d33 h34 seat  h19 
 inside   w22 d22 h16 arm h31 

back rail height 31 
standard with french seam on seat and back cushion 

standard with poly fiber back

  3893-00 OTTOMAN  w23 d18 h18
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1983-41SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w30 d36 h40 seat  h18 
 inside   w23 d24 h23 arm h25 

standard with haven
shown in leather

  1983-00 OTTOMAN  w23 d18 h16

MOTION - OCTOBER 2019

1361-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w32 d39 h38 seat  h18 
 inside   w19 d23 h18 arm h27 

standard with french seam

1103-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w28 d36 h36 seat  h16 
 inside   w22 d23 h22 arm h22 

standard with blind seam

C1103-01SW
standard with topstitching

C1361-01SW

LS1496-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w36 d39 h37 seat  h18 
 inside   w36 d23 h16  

back rail height 31 
standard with topstitching

C1496-01SW

1983-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w30 d34 h34 seat  h18 
 inside   w23 d24 h17 arm h25 

standard with haven
shown in leather

  1983-00 OTTOMAN  w23 d18 h16

L1983-41SW L1983-01SW
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L4919-01SW

4919-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w33 d38 h33 seat  h18 
 inside   w20 d23 h14 arm h25 

back rail height 33
standard with small nail head as shown

nail head on arms cannot be omitted

  4919-00 OTTOMAN  w23 d18 h17

L5288-01SW
standard with seams

5288-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w36 d39 h38 seat  h19 
 inside   w24 d22 h18 arm h26 

back rail height 31
standard with topstitching

  5288-00 OTTOMAN  w31 d25 h16
   

C5288-01SW

4010-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w30 d29 h30 seat  h18 
 inside   w26 d22 h12  

standard with topstitching
standard with small nail head as shown

nail head cannot be omitted

L4010-01SW

4014-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w37 d40 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d22 h14 arm h23 

back rail height 31 
standard with topstitching

standard with 6” frame taper front to back

L4014-01SW

MOTION - OCTOBER 2019

C4014-01SW
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2993-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w33 d38 h29 seat  h17 
 inside   w21 d26 h12 arm h21 

standard with french seam

L2993-01SW
shown in fabric

2994-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w33 d38 h29 seat  h17 
 inside   w21 d22 h12 arm h21 

standard with french seam
standard with down back

L2994-01SW
shown in fabric
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F33MOTION - OCTOBER 2020

1721-01SG SWIVEL GLIDER
1721-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR

 overall  w33 d41 h39 seat  h20 
 inside   w24 d20 h23 arm h24 

standard with topstitching

4123-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w34 d32 h26 seat  h17 
 inside   w22 d23 h9 arm h26 

standard with french seam

L4123-01SW
shown in fabric
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6274-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w34 d37 h32 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d23 h13 arm h25 

standard with topstitching
oak base

L6274-01SW
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1912-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w29 d37 h34 seat  h18 
 inside   w22 d21 h13 arm h23 

back rail height 31 
standard with topstitching

standard seat cushion – haven
standard back cushion - all down

6709-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w33 d36 h29 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d22 h10 arm h29 

standard with topstitching

oak base

L6709-01SW
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2996-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w29 d36 h31 seat  h16 
 inside   w21 d18 h12 arm h21 

back rail height 29
standard with topstitching

20 x20 down knife edge throw

   

8773-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w33 d36 h35 seat  h18 
 inside   w21 d23 h26 arm h26 

back rail height 35
standard with topstitching

   

L2996-01SW L8773-01

3942-01SW SWIVEL CHAIR
 overall  w33 d38 h33 seat  h17 
 inside   w24 d21 h17 arm h29 

back rail height 29
standard with topstitching

  3942-00 OTTOMAN  w31 d21 h16
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 1975-01R RELAXOR
 L1975-01R RELAXOR
 overall  w28 d36 h43 seat  h17 
 inside   w22 d21 h27 arm h26 

back rail height 43 
standard with cablestitch

walnut frame
standard with natural finish – substitutions unavailable

 depth at rest position  56”
 distance from wall (rest) 7”
 depth at full recline  65”
 distance from wall (recline) 18”

 4223-41R RELAXOR
 L4223-41R RELAXOR
 overall  w31 d39 h39 seat  h19 
 inside   w20 d21 h22 arm h25 

back rail height 38 
standard with topstitching

 depth at rest position  57”
 distance from wall (rest) 7”
 depth at full recline  65”
 distance from wall (recline) 16”

open position open position
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